Central library, Delhi Technological University is organizing a Workshop/ Training/ Demo session on **Grammarly** on 24.09.2019 (Tuesday) at **03:00 p.m.** in the Conference Hall on 3rd floor of the Central Library.

**Grammarly** is the world’s leading automated proof reader. It checks for more than 250 types of spelling, grammar, and punctuation errors, enhances vocabulary usage, and suggests citations. Grammarly is an online grammar and spelling checker that improves communication by helping users find and correct writing mistakes.

Grammarly’s algorithms flag potential issues in the text and suggest context-specific corrections for grammar, spelling, and vocabulary. Grammarly explains the reasoning behind each correction, so you can make an informed decision about whether, and how, to correct an issue.

All Deans, HODs, faculty members, Ph.D, M.Tech, B.Tech students are invited to attend the Workshop/ Training/ Demo session. Since there are limited seats a registration is necessary. To register yourself kindly use the following link please:-

[https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1EwPSB_0uHldZcgiTdiPdHzYYuGxCvyydmSVC0tCfa20/edit](https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1EwPSB_0uHldZcgiTdiPdHzYYuGxCvyydmSVC0tCfa20/edit)
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